
Wennington Neighbourhood Planning Sub Group 

4th December 2017 

Minutes 

Present:  
Colin Burford (Chair), Richard Gargini, Cllr Carl Hunter, Cllr Sophie Ridsdale, Cllr Paul Whatmough, 
Louise Kirkup (Kirkwells), Linda Ashworth, Richard Parsons, Peter House, & Jim Murphy 
 
1. Apologies:  
Steven Loy, Jenny Herd, Brian Rycroft, Gillian Dobson (LCC) & Henry Cumbers (LCC)  
 
2. Minutes:  
The minutes of the last meeting (5th October 2017) were agreed as a true and accurate record. 
 
3. Matters arising: 
There were no matters arising that were not on the agenda. 
 
4. Feedback from the ‘Issues and Options’ – Informal consultation 
Richard G reminded the group that the informal consultation, regarding Issues and Options, ran for 3 
weeks (i.e. from Monday 23rd October 2017 until Monday 13th November 2017). In addition to the 
Issues and Options document being accessible via the Parish Council website, hard copies were also 
available for parishioners upon request. An ‘Issues and Options – Drop-in Session’ was held on 
Saturday 28th October at Melling Institute. A total of 16 people attended the drop-in event.  
 
At the end of the consultation period we had received 25 completed ‘Comments Forms’. A summary 
of all the comments has since been produced which clearly indicates the level of support for each of 
the identified issues and policy options along with all the ‘free text’ comments. A copy of this 
summary is available on the Parish Council website. Overall, the informal consultation has 
demonstrated strong support for the development of local policies in relation to each of the 
identified issues. 
 
A learning point, for the sub group, from this informal consultation exercise was that in any future 
consultation we need to be very clear in relation to seeking feedback from either households or 
individuals. In this exercise, we hadn’t made that clear and this had created confusion for a small 
number of people. 
 
5. Draft NDP – Review and amendments 
Louise (Kirkwells) explained how she had analysed the data and comments from the ‘Issues and 
Options’ informal feedback and used these to develop the first draft of our Neighbourhood 
Development Plan (NDP). So, for example, where there was strong support for a particular issue and 
policy related to the issue, this has been reflected in the draft NDP. Furthermore, each and every 
free text comment has been considered and either accepted/integrated into the draft or rejected 
(along with a rationale) and left out of the plan. The sub group reviewed and approved Louise’s 
initial analysis. It was agreed that this analysis should be made available on the Parish Council 
website    

Action – Carl agreed to upload the analysis document to the website 
 
Louise also described the basic structure and content of the draft NDP and explained the rationale 
for the different coloured sections of text: 

 Black text is simply a carry forward from the very detailed Issues and Options document 



 Green text are the amendments and/or additions made to the plan as a direct consequence 
of the informal consultation 

 Red text is where further information, action or decisions are needed.   
 
The sub group then reviewed and discussed each of the amendments/additions in turn. A number of 
issues were discussed in detail: 

 A question was raised regarding the value of including information on the number of 
developments (i.e. extensions, conversions and new builds) that had been supported and 
taken place in recent years. It was agreed not to include this information as the NDP is a 
forward, not backward, looking policy.  

 It was discussed and agreed that we needed to strengthen and include further information 
in the ‘design policy’. However, it was felt that this should be discussed and agreed in 
conjunction with Local Planning Authority (i.e. Lancaster City Council). 
Action –Richard G and Carl to discuss this issue with Henry Cumber at the City Council 

 A question was raised regarding the need, or not, as the case may be, for a separate design 
policy in relation to the ‘Conservation Area’ which covers a significant proportion of the 
centre of the village. Again, it was decided that this should be discussed with the Local 
Planning Authority 
Action –Richard G and Carl to discuss this issue with Henry Cumber at the City Council 

 Flooding has been highlighted as a particular concern by almost all (i.e. 95%) of the 
parishioners who have contributed to the various engagement and consultation events and, 
in the light of the recent flood (22nd November 2017), it was agreed that we should include 
further information regarding the flooding problems and risk that clearly exist within the 
parish. 
Action –Paul Whatmough agreed to produce this additional information and forward this to 
Richard G by 7th December 2017 

Richard G agreed to coordinate all the various amendments and then forward them on to Louise by 
the 8th December 2017. 

Action –Richard G to forward suggested amendments to Louise 
 

6. Draft NDP – Informal consultation 
Carl explained that the next stage in the process, now that we have agreed our first draft NDP, is to 
informally consult upon this. The purpose of this informal consultation is to provide people (i.e. 
parishioners and statutory consultees) with an opportunity to see and comment upon the draft NDP 
with a view to further developing the plan ahead of the formal consultation process. 
 
It was agreed that this informal consultation period should run for 4 weeks, over the Christmas and 
New Year period, commencing on Friday 15th December 2017 until Friday 12th January 2018. 
 
The option of organising a further drop-in session was discussed but felt to be unnecessary since 
electronic copies of the draft plan would be available on the parish council website and hard copies 
would be available upon request. It was suggested and agreed that if anyone wishes to discuss 
aspects of the draft NDP they would be able to contact either Richard Gargini or Carl Hunter. 
 
A covering letter, explaining this informal consultation process, should be drafted and distributed to 
all the households in the parish by Friday 15th December 2017. 

Action –Richard G and Carl to draft the covering letter and circulate to sub group members 
by Monday 11th December 
Action –Sub Group members to distribute the covering letter to all households in the parish 
as with all previous correspondence. 

 



7. Grant Funding 
Carl reminded the sub group that we have received the £6450.00 grant funding we applied for. The 
income and expenditure, as at 4th December 2017, is as follows: 
 
Income and Expenditure – 4th December 2017 

Income  

Grant funding £6,450.00 

Total £6,450.00 

  

Expenditure  

Consulting fees (Kirkwells) £2,580.00 

Room hire (Meetings and Events) £365.50 

Printing & materials £195.00 

Total £3.140.50 

  

BALANCE £3,309.50 

 
Richard G also explained that the remainder of our grant funding would need to be spent by the end 
of February 2018 or the balance returned. 
 
8. Project Plan Update 
Richard Gargini updated the group on the Project Plan which, he explained, was currently about 1 
week behind schedule. However, it was anticipated that this should be picked up before the end of 
the year. 
 
9. AOB: 
No other business was raised. 
 
10. Date of next meeting:  
To be agreed 


